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 Afterwards, as he entered school, his undiagnosed Asperger's managed to get difficult for him
to relate with his peers and easily fit into, but his romantic relationship with the wave was
elemental. From his 1st moments underwater (he learned to swim at 8 weeks old) to his initial
ventures atop his father's surfboard as a toddler, it had been apparent that Marzo's single-
minded concentrate on all things browsing was unique. Marzo endured a difficult childhood.Just
Add Water is the remarkable tale of Marzo's popularity of the pro surfing world-and the personal
trials he overcame in making it there. But not until late in his teens, when this surfing phenom
was diagnosed with Asperger's syndrome, do the deeper known reasons for his obsession-and
his astonishing present for surfing-become apparent. He was a colicky baby who his mother
found could possibly be soothed just with water.Clay Marzo comes with an almost preternatural
gift with a surfboard. Marzo could constantly turn to surfing, the only place where he really felt at
peace.
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 The book was alright, and Clay Marzo is actually interesting, but what actually bummed me out
was that Robert Yehling under no circumstances paid me for might work. This book is
incredible.e. I possibly could read it before bed without it keeping me awake great deal of
thought..). The reserve was on my radar, because my boy is autistic/has autism spectrum
disorder, but I could see it appealing to a large selection of people, such as for example people
interested in surfing, or just people who enjoy a great biography. The composing wasn't ideal,
and I can see where it probably got a little bit choppy or redundant. However, overall, I thought
that Clay Marzo emerged off as an extremely interesting person both as a kid and a grown-up,
and I liked reading about him.I also disagree with some prior evaluations I find out about the
reserve not being uplifting.. Just how many people, neurotypical or with autism, get to actually do
that? Great Book Incredible story of a very challenged son. laughed and I cried Clay can be a
HERO #I loved the reserve and Clay thanks Jill to make life . I must say i recommend it to
anyone interested in surfing & Until then, I motivate you to spend your cash on books compiled
by ethical people! Five Stars Great book, arrived in good condition needlessly to say. It wasn't a
book that's so intense you need to have a break from it, etc.. The subject matter was interesting
without being too heavy or extreme (i. I purchased it for my fiance, who's also an aspie surfing
addict..) It had been great to observe such a distinctive person triumph in many ways through a
challenging childhood and gradual journey towards an authentic diagnosis and understanding
of personal. And there's the most obvious - Clay is an extremely unique talent in the surfing
globe, and I appreciated reading about his career and passion. ) It was great to find such a
distinctive person triumph in lots of . Educational and Cool story Great Story. Clay can be an
inspiration Who edited this publication? I'm happy to send whoever want it this content I created
for Robert Yehling, the invoice, and our email interactions, and also my repeated requests for
payment and his repeated and unfulfilled claims to deliver it. Not just same information
repeated but word-for-term sentences repeated. Enlightening and Engaging Exceptional read
and glimpse into the challenges and triumphs of a young man going after his dream. Highly
recommend. . Naturally he's absorbed in another interest at the moment, so I surely got to
browse it first (blew through it per day! The book is so well written that even a civilian like me
could relate with the sport. I reside in Maui and my girl swam during the years that Clay swam so
we knew of him so this was a very fascinating book for us and a very good tale. Clay Marzo
surely got to make significant amounts of money doing a thing that he enjoyed and that
brought him great joy.. I laughed and I cried Clay is a HERO #I loved the book and Clay thanks
Jill to make life easier for all of us all aloha :) Robert Yehling is Unethical I read this book in a
professional capacity in August 2015, when its author, Robert Yehling, hired me to write some
branded content material to market it.Easy Find out about an extremely Interesting Guy This
was an enjoyable book. Then he stopped returning my phone calls. And a lot more than 10
weeks later on, he still hasn't paid me, and now he's blocked me on Twitter after asserting the
content I created for him didn't should have to be compensated. Do you want to be the judge?
So much repetition. Just shoot me a message on Twitter @jefotte./or Asbergers Syndrome. The
book is indeed well written that even a civilian like me could relate with the sport ?I have never
surfed in my life, but I came across this book fascinating.. More importantly, this book is
certainly a must-read for anyone who wants insight into the world of these with autism.
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